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Abstract: In modern conditions, one of the main tasks of automating technological processes in
the textile industry is to improve the quality of products and reduce the cost of raw materials. The
quality of the target textile products is significantly affected by fluctuations in the stretching of the
tape. Control systems for the movement of the pulled belt must compensate for the amplitudes and
frequencies of vibrations. When constructing an automatic control system, it becomes necessary to
study the fluctuations of the belt during pulling, in order to improve the quality indicators of
products, that is, density, discontinuity, and others. The paper offers a method for constructing an
automatic belt movement control system based on a robust periodic controller, which allows
maintaining a stable operation of the control system when changing the parameters of its
functioning. A combined robust-periodic control loop synthesized using the hyperstability
criterion is proposed for constructing an automatic control system for the belt pulling process. The
use of the proposed algorithms provides high indicators of the quality of system functioning in
comparison with the classical proportional-integral control loop.
INTRODUCTION
For a number of modern industries, such as the textile industry, when building automatic control
systems for this process, a special role is played by studying vibrations when pulling a tape with a
certain amplitude and frequency [1, 2].
Currently, there are various methods for determining the oscillatory process and their
compensation, which significantly affect the quality of the product-thread.
Modern automatic control systems for the movement of the pulled tape are built on the basis of a
computer, which allows, firstly, programmatically forming the necessary vibration profile and,
secondly, it is relatively easy to reconfigure the system in case of changing requirements for its
functioning parameters. To compensate for the amplitude and frequency of vibrations, most
modern systems use either standard PI controllers or neuro-fuzzy control, which is not always
effective [3-7]. This is due to the fact that the application of these approaches entails reconfiguring
the parameters of the PI controller, and the use of controllers with fuzzy logic requires preliminary
training of the system using a sufficiently large number of some reference operating modes.
Because of this, the search for universal ways to compensate for vibrations that occur in the
process of pulling the tape when changing the external conditions of their operation is a very
relevant and popular task [8-12].
Based on the results, the possibility of using a robust-periodic controller to maintain a stable
operation mode of the control system when changing the parameters of its functioning is
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considered [15].
SOLUTION METHOD
It is known that the movement of the tape is described using a differential equation of the form:
F (t)  (m  M )

d2
C
y(t)dt dy(t)
dt

 Ky(t) ,
(1

)
where M is the mass of the installation, kg; mis the mass of the belt, kg; K, S are, respectively,
the stiffness and
damping coefficients of the elastic elements of the stand.
The equation describing the effect of force on the pulling process has the form:
di
dy
ut   L
 Rit
t
t ,
 
dt
dt
(2
)
where R - is the resistance of the supply circuit, ohms; L- is the inductance of the supply circuit,
Gn; u(t) - is the
input voltage, V.
Ageneralmathematical description of the object under study, which follows from the relations
presented above, is written using the transfer function
ys
s  

WCO
2
us
m  M Rs  CR  2
(3)
s  KR
The synthesis of control algorithms will be carried out within the hyperstability criterion [14].
Since the object's operating modes are controlled using a computer, it is necessary to obtain a
discrete implementation of the control loop. The construction of discrete algorithms is feasible
when using the method of continuous models, having previously synthesized a continuous control
loop [13].
The differential equation of object dynamics, taking into account the presence of a power
amplifier in the control circuit, has the form
2
   d yt    2 dyt      ,
(4


)
m M R dt 2

KR t T u t
C

dt

R
where T=const>0 is the transfer coefficient of the power amplifier.
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The mathematical relation of the generalized model object byd will coincide with the presented
equation and its transfer function will be written as:
ys
s  
T
WGCO
2
m  M Rs  CR  2
us
(5)
s  KR
Moving from the standard mathematical notation (5) to the representation of the control object in
the state space, we obtain the following equations of its dynamics:
dxt 
 A xt   b ut , yt   LT xt  ,
dt
(6
)
ut - control signal; yt R - output of the state
R
matrix

2

xt  R – vector of state
wher
variables;
e
obje A , as well as the control
and output L, have the structure
ct
vector b

A  A



K


0 1



CR  2 


m  M R 
0

 mM





b  b0b2  

1

T

L   ,
(7


)




 0


where    is a parameter that determines the level of a priori uncertainty of the control object
(the mass of the object fixed on the vibration stand table is unknown a priori).
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We will form the control function in the form of a robust-periodic combination with a common
gain factor
ut   u t
t

(8)

pu
r 
e
o
r
b
where   const  0 , uper t , urobt are the periodic and robust parts of the regulator.
We define the required behavior of the object using a reference model with an explicit or implicit
representation
dz0 t 
 a z
t  a rt  y t  t 
T ,
z
0 0
0
0
0
dt
having, when the relations det sE  A  
2
s  a 
0
0
equivalent form of writing
dx0 t 
 A x t  b rt  T 
t 

y t   gT x

0 0

dt

with transfer
function

gT sE  A  b  a s
an
are fulfilled,
a 
d
the
0
0 0
0

0

0

(9)

0

A  Ab T
0
0 0

g T sE 
a0
s
WEМ

s  a0
  A b
0

det sE
  A  
In the presented expressions z0 t  R - is the reference x0 t  R - is the state vector
variable;
of the
y0 t R - is a scalar output
benchmark; rt  T  R - is a scalar that specifies the
periodic impact;
of the
reference generated by stationary vector g; A - gerbiceva the b0  0,0,....,1 - fixed vector;
0

state matrix;
be a vector; a0  const  0 -be a vector; for a sufficiently large number.

X 0T

It should be noted that the transfer function of the control object (5) has a difference in the orders
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of the numerator and denominator exceeding one. In such a situation, in order to build a workable
control loop, it is necessary to obtain the values of variables that are not available for
measurement. The estimation of the vector of variable states is carried out with the help of an
observer of the state of the full order described by the dynamics:
dxt 

 A xt   b0ut   Nyt ,

(10)

dt
yt  LT xt, t yt gT, xt,
yt
xt 
wher R2
- is the vector of variable states of the R
- the output vector of the
e
observer;
observer
A  A  NLT 
t R
state
- the vector of the generalized output of the
0
- the matrix of
;
observer state;
the
observer state; N - matrix with elements determined from
,g
expressions:
detpE  A   det pE  A0



NLT

,

1
g  gK 1 ; K  lim g T sE  A  N  g T A 1 N.

(11)
(12)



p0
Explicit definition of the control algorithms of the combined controller (8), which allow to ensure
the fulfillment of the conditions:
lim y t yt  lim y t yt  2  const ,
(13
)
0
t 0 t t 0
lim u t  u
t  T ,
 u
pe
per
t p
r
where 0 – is some relatively small e
r
number.
for any values of the initial conditions is carried out using the observation loop (10) and the
reference model (9) for the control system (6)-(8), operating under conditions of a priori
uncertainty of variables.
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To solve this problem, we consider the fulfillment of two typical stability conditions, i.e. the
frequency inequality, composed with respect to the linear continuous part (LNF) of an equivalent
system:
ReWLSCH  j  0,   0
(14)
And the integral Popov inequality (INP), represented with respect to the continuous part of
the equivalent system:
t
szsds  2  cons ,
(15)
0,t    t  0.
0

0

To ensure that these requirements are met, let us consider an equivalent mathematical
description of the system under study, using the concept of mismatch error t  x0 t
xt, and equations (6), (9)
dt dt
 A0 t   b0 t , T 
(16)
t
zt  g
,
t   b2  t  ct  T
t
x
(17)
 p  b u
r  t ,
u e
o 0
r
b
2
where tis the signal of the modified control (input of the equivalent system); zt mismatch error between the
1 rt  T 
object and the standard (output of the equivalent system); ct2 T   b 
periodic signal.
The fulfillment of the frequency condition in this case follows from the explicit form of the
transfer function of the LSP of the system
a
gT E  A b
WLSCH () 
0 0 
0 ,

det E  A0    a
0
corresponding to a first-order aperiodic link, for which the fulfillment of relation (15) is always
obvious.
We will fulfill the requirements of the INP by defining the explicit form of the functions uper t

and urob t  i.e.
synthesis of control algorithms [19-21].
Then the synthesis of algorithms for the periodic and robust parts is written in the form
uper t   uper t  T  1zt , 1  const  1,

urobt   2  xi t zt , 2  const 1,
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(19)

(18)

To obtain digital control algorithms, in accordance with the method of continuous models, we
perform discretization of the main and additional control loops of the synthesized system.
Note that the value of the sampling step is chosen at the stage of simulation modeling, based on
the relation
  0.05  tn , where tn - the transition process in the system.

xt   xtk   xk , ytk   yk

y t   y t   y , rt  T   rt  T   r
 0

,
0 k
ko

k


 z t   z t k   z k , u t   u t k   uk


(20)
u

 per

k T

t 
 
 u p t  u kппе
e k
r

urob t   urob t k   ukрро
This equation (20) allows us to construct a hybrid control system that will include: continuous
control object;
digital reference model
x
 A x  b r ,  gT x
(21)
y
0 k0 0 k
1
k0
ko
digital status monitor
k 10

xk1  A* xk  b0uk  Nyk ,
discrete controller

T

y L x ,v g

T

k

x

k

(22)
k

uk  k uk
p
e
r


k

k

u
r
o
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(23)

const  0,
where k 
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uk per  uk T

k1zk

(24)
(25)
PER

2

uk pob  k1 
xi,k zk ,
i1
In other words, we obtain a discrete-continuous (hybrid) system (6), (21)-(25) object
management, for which the equivalent target conditions will be valid

lim
t

lim u
t

yk 0
 yk


 k  const  0
lim
t yk 0 
yk

*
*
u
u
k kper
kT per
p
e
r
EXAMPLE OF A SOLUTION

To demonstrate the operation, as well as to select parameters for the controller object. (23) - (25)
and the values of the sampling step, we perform simulation modeling of the constructed hybrid
system (6), (7)-(25).
The study of the dynamics of the proposed control system was carried out in two stages:

at the first stage, we will consider controlling the process of pulling the tape at a fixed
frequency;

on the second stage, we will simulate a system with a floating oscillation frequency of
the control object (with a periodic change in the oscillation frequency).
Let the constant parameters of the mathematical model (4) have the values: mass of the moving
part M=212 g;
damping coefficient of elastic elements C=4.42 Ns / m; resistance of the stationary (supply) coil
ohms;
power amplifier transmission coefficient T=4; excitation force constant   10.8Н / А
We will consider the load mass of the control object to be a priori undefined and describe its
value by the inequality:
0.2  m  m  m  5(kg),
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where m , m  are the minimum and maximum values of the load mass of the control object,
respectively.
а0  150 , we
When we select the coefficient of an explicit or implicit reference model
with the value
will
consider it fast. During simulation, we will use the implicit reference model) and calculate the
parameters of a stationary observer, which will take the form:
N T  (600 0) ; К  90000 ; g T 
0.015).
(2.25
During the simulation, at the required fixed frequency, the parameters of the discrete combined
robust controller (23), (24) at the sampling step   0.0015, were selected with the values:
Т  0.2.
k  5; k1  k 2
15;
 2;

FIGURE 1. Graph of transients.
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Coefficients of the digital dynamic compensator for the selected sampling step and continuous
compensator
parameters K  5.8 , T  5.6 have the following values.
d1  0.05; d2  0.049.
The results of the study for various values of the object parameters are shown in Fig.1., which also
shows the dynamic processes of a system with a typical PI controller (for Kn=15, Ku=50 ).
The presented time characteristics of the control system indicate that the use of the proposed
robust-periodic controller (23), (24) under various required operating modes of the control object
(in comparison with typical PI control) provides a negligibly small control error with a sufficiently
good control signal.
CONCLUSION
A combined robust-periodic control loop synthesized using the hyperstability criterion is proposed
for constructing an automatic control system for the belt pulling process. The proposed control
algorithms are used to estimate the unmeasured state variables of an object, obtained with the help
of an observer. The advantage of the proposed robust controller lies in the fact that the synthesized
control law compensates for various types of nonlinearities, external and internal disturbances in
the plant, allowing to ensure the specified operating mode of the system.
Simulation modeling is used to study the operation of the constructed systems when controlling
typical operating modes of the process (with a fixed and floating oscillation frequency). It is
shown that the use of the proposed algorithms can provide high performance indicators of the
system functioning in comparison with the classical proportional-integral control loop.
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